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By Noerachman Saleh, PMP
PMI Chapter Indonesia, board of education

Escalation of Commitment:
case in project management
The Scenario:
Picture this scenario, maybe we’ve facing a similar situation like this: The
day is 8PM, it’s raining and we are standing on the taxi stand in a mall. Just
a cross the street there is a bus stop. Since it’s raining, there are not many
taxis available. We have two options: first, waiting for a taxi; or second, run
into the rain across to bus stop and getting home by bus. The worst-case
scenario if we make bad decision is staying until late night, and not getting
neither taxi nor bus (since already end of bus schedule). This situation is
called as “Escalation of Commitments”
The similar situation can also be happened in our project. We may have
experienced a difficult situation (dilemma) to decide whether to stop
the ongoing projects or provide additional cost and add extra time on
problematic projects? Very often the project owner (and project manager)
in the consideration of project sunk costs have an aversion in deciding
to terminate the project that are having problems and somehow decided
to give leeway to additional cost and time extension hoping that the
problem can be resolved and the project will be completed although far
from budgeted costs and time that has been planned. Most likely what will
happen is that the cost of getting bigger and the project ended in failure.
What is Escalation of Commitment?
In International Journal of Management, Business and Administration
Vol. 13, Number 1, 2010 - Fred C. Lunenburg from Sam Houston State
University stated that Escalation of Commitment is the tendency of decision
makers to continue to invest time, money, or effort into a bad decision
or unproductive course of action. The expression, “throwing good money
after bad” because they have “too much invested to quit” captures the
essence of this common decision-making error. Escalation of commitment
has managerial implications. Many organizations have suffered large losses,
because a manager was determined to prove his original decision was
correct by continuing to commit resources to a failing course of action.

•
•

investment to new decision makers (personal responsibility).
Be careful not to consider expended resources when making decisions
(sunk costs).
Make sure decision makers are frequently reminded of the goals of the
investment (proximity to completion).

The Project Risk Management in PMBOK® is one of area of knowledge
that can be used to minimized the escalation of commitment in projects,
all decision during the project can be analyzed against the risk inherent on
those decision, and using quantitative/qualitative analysis a good project
manager can decide which best decision for the project or business at
large. Risk based decision making (RBDM) is one of tools can be used.
So what is RBDM?
“Risk-based decision making is a process that organizes information
about the possibility for one or more unwanted outcomes to occur into a
broad, orderly structure that helps decision makers make more informed
management choices.” More simply stated, RBDM asks the following
questions and uses the answers in the decision-making process:
What can go wrong?
•
How likely are the potential problems to occur?
•
How severe might the potential problems be?
•
Is the risk of potential problems tolerable?
•
What can/should be done to lessen the risk?
How does RBDM work?
Regardless of how formally you address risk-based decision making or the
specific tools you use, risk-based decision making is made up of the five
major components shown in Figure below.

The 4 main determinants in escalation of commitment:
What are the main drivers of this tendency to invest in losing propositions?
•
Social (peer pressure)
•
Psychological (gambling)
•
Project (past commitments)
•
Structural (cultural and environmental factors)
Prescriptions for Avoiding Escalation of Commitment:
Theresa F. Kelly and Katherine L. Milkman in their research on Escalation of
Commitment suggested that knowing why and when escalation occurs can
help managers avoid this common decision bias. Their research discussed
and suggested several prescriptions for avoiding escalation of commitment,
which are listed below (with the source/aggravator in parentheses):
•
Actively seek disconfirming information about a chosen alternative
(conformation bias).
•
Reframe losses as gains to prevent risk-seeking behavior (loss
aversion).
•
Structure incentives so that decision makers are not punished for
inconsistency (impression management).
•
Hand off decisions about whether to commit more resources to an

Conclusions:
In many projects a project owner or project manager could facing a difficult
situation in making decision on the future of the projects, this situation
can lead to an issue of Escalation of Commitments. Using Project Risk
Management and its tools and technique can avoid or minimized this
situation, and making the best decision for all project stakeholders.

from
PMI HQ
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Make Yourself
Presentable

With the right style,
anyone can be a
presentation star

By Rachel Bertsche

Faces go blank, mobile phones come out, and people start
checking email and Facebook. These are the tell-tale signs of
a presentation gone wrong.

“D

uring the worst presentation I’ve ever witnessed, the
presenter put his deck on the projector, turned his back
to the audience and read off his slides. When he finally faced
the crowd at the end, he realized half the people had left
and the other half were writing emails on their BlackBerries. It
was every presenter’s nightmare,” says Simone Lewis, PMP, a
program manager at health insurance company Bupa Australia
in Melbourne, Australia.
While that kind of crash-and-burn performance is embarrassing
for any presenter, a project manager has more at risk than
just ego. “When I’m giving a presentation, it’s usually because
I need something from the people I’m talking to. There’s an
actionable request,” says Judith Sol-Dyess, PMP, senior director of
information systems, YMCA of Metropolitan Chicago, Chicago,
Illinois, USA.
If you lose the audience before you’ve gotten its support, your
project may suffer, agrees Ian Mitchell, service management
program manager, Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency, Riyadh,
Saudi Arabia. “A good presentation persuades executives, or
whoever is in the audience, to okay whatever action is required
to deliver success.”
Even factors as simple as font size (keep it 14) or text color (go
with black) can change your audience’s perspective. To ensure
you own the room—and leave it with the approvals you came

for—use these tips to hook your audience right from the start.
Cater to the Crowd
The information you relay to developers should be different than
what you’d share with top executives. While it can be tempting
to justify your request by highlighting the intricate details of
your project, that won’t impress the people in charge.
“Executives don’t care about the nitty-gritty”—the information
that’s not beneficial at their level, says Jeff Amster, PMP, enterprise
program manager at AstraZeneca subsidiary MedImmune, a
biopharmaceutical firm in Gaithersburg, Maryland, USA. “They
want to know about financial impact and the greater strategic
vision of a project.”
To keep executives interested, focus on how your request
impacts profitability. Outline how quarterly financial targets
compare to actual spending, for example, instead of offering an
itemized breakdown.
Some higher-ups, such as a financial director, might want more
detail, but save that for a one-on-one meeting or provide it in
an appendix to your presentation, says Mr. Amster.
Know your audience’s needs and preferences before determining
how much to present to them, he adds.
By reducing the amount of unnecessary information, you’ll show
why your audience should give you what you need—without
overwhelming them.
Stay on Message
Reminding your audience of your project’s end goal—and how
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your request will help it achieve that objective—will make it
easier to get people on board.
“I always start my presentation with one slide that says, ‘Let’s
remember why we’re here.’ Maybe it’s because, at the end of this
project, we’re going to increase retention or improve customer
service or speed up how we process purchase orders. Many
of my projects introduce changes in the work environment—
changes that people are uncomfortable with—so it’s important
to remember that there’s a good reason behind them,” says Ms.
Sol-Dyess.
Along with dedicating the first slide to the project’s intent, use
the final slide to state the presentation’s purpose, give a clear
call to action and provide a hard deadline, she says.
A simple header and straightforward bullet points that outline
action items, their owners and their requested delivery dates
encourage participants to ask questions about their roles before
they leave the room.
Illustrate Your Point
Using cluttered, text-heavy slides in a presentation is a surefire
way to put your audience to sleep. Graphics, diagrams and even
good old-fashioned charts and graphs help keep participants
interested in and supportive of the point you’re making.
“You don’t have to explain huge volumes of information if you
have a chart showing the rising cost of a project or an animation
showing how points flow from one bucket to the next,” Mr.
Amster says. Creating a visual record of the conversation as it
happens is another great way to get people involved, says Ms.
Lewis.
“It can be very engaging for people, if you’re in front of a white
board, to draw as you go. It really helps the visual learners in the
audience,” she says.
Seeing a presentation as a discussion coming to life encourages
audience participation—and when people are engaged they’re
more likely to be invested in the decisions that are made, Ms.
Lewis says.
“At the end of the presentation, you can say, ‘You’ve all added
some great content on these line items. Do we agree that this is
how we’re going to proceed?’ Generally you get the consensus
you need because the audience was involved in putting the
presentation together.”
Be Consistent
There’s a fine line between engaging and distracting. While
pretty, visual presentations are more interesting, using too many
visuals can confuse your audience.
“Don’t change the font or layout of the text from slide to slide. In
bad presentations, people spend more time trying to navigate
around the slide itself than they do on the content,” says Mr.
Mitchell.
The same is true of animations, Mr. Amster says. If you vary
the style too much, your audience will focus on what the
text or images will do next, rather than the message they are
communicating. “The more distracting your presentation, the
less likely it is that people are listening to you.”

Keep It Short
Time is money, so the quicker you can make your case, the
better.
Just because you have an hour to present doesn’t mean you
have to fill all that time, says Mr. Mitchell. “If you finish early, your
audience is forever grateful.”
As a rule, for every hour you’re given, limit yourself to 30
minutes at most, but shoot for 15 minutes, says Ms. Sol-Dyess.
“People have short attention spans, and you want to keep the
presentation crisp and relevant, and leave time at the end for
discussion.” That’s especially critical if you’re following other
speakers who ran long, she says.
Preparing a short presentation also helps mitigate the risk that
your audience will arrive late or need to leave early, because
you’ll still be able to get your message across with unexpected
time restraints.
Create Pass-along Value
To get the most mileage for your message, make your
presentation clear enough that someone can understand it
without further explanation, Mr. Mitchell says. “This way, you
can distribute it across a wider audience.”
A great presentation might be forwarded across an organization,
from executives to their peers and team members.
“If it can only be read while you’re there talking people through
it, you’ve made it too complex,” Mr. Mitchell says.
To ensure it stays simple, he recommends printing the
presentation, sticking it to the wall and seeing how quickly you
can identify the key points. He also suggests soliciting feedback
on the presentation from a team member who has not been
involved in its creation and can give objective feedback.
Practice, Practice, Practice
Talking to a packed house can be nerve-wracking for even
the most experienced project manager. To combat the jitters,
practice your presentation in front of your manager or your
team, says Ms. Lewis.
“If they have a good sense of the people who will be in the room
[during the presentation] and are reasonably good subjectmatter experts, they will come up with questions that people
are likely going to ask,” she says.
Regardless of how much you’ve practiced and planned, be
ready to think on your feet and change course if necessary,
says Mr. Amster. “The moment you look around and see people
staring at their phones, ask yourself, ‘What am I doing to put
people in a coma? If this is something I can correct, I need to
do it now.’”
Course corrections could entail skipping ahead to the next key
point, pulling back to provide a more general overview of a topic
and breaking away from the presentation to ask participants to
raise their hands if they’ve ever faced a similar situation.
That last tip “is also great as an icebreaker,” Mr. Amster adds.

Source: PM NETWORK SEPTEMBER 2013 WWW.PMI.ORG
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Ray W. Frohnoefer, MBA, PMP
© 2013

Project Management and Joint
Accountability
The Oz Principle was originally released around 1994, but the
authors (Craig Hickman, Tom Smith and Roger Connors) felt an
update was required in 2004 and also have a few sequel works
that are much newer (Journey to the Emerald City, How Did
That Happen?). These books build on their original key principle
- accountability. In leadership roles such as Project Management,
accountability is about assuming responsibility for actions and to be
able to explain and be answerable for the resulting consequences.
This should sound familiar to project managers required to deliver
project results. Results can be achieved by looking within for
cause, rather than in the actions of others. The authors suggest
this is a great way to build leadership. The books are filled with
great examples of how accepting accountability can pull us out of
the “victim” thinking (e.g. it’s not my fault, I don’t know why this
is happening to me, something or someone other than me and
my actions made this happen) and achieve positive results. Some
famous examples of leaders showing accountability include Jack
Welch, Janet Reno, and Bill Clinton — embracing accountability
helped them weather adversity and continue to get results. Their
past mistakes were left behind.
I had a recent example of this myself. A “disruptive technology”
solution was proposed by a client employee that could have
diminished or even ended a long-time client relationship. It would
have been easy to “throw up my hands” and recommend going
with what appeared to be an easy solution. Instead, I looked at the
problem from all angles, considered the client governance policies
in place, and realized there were hidden costs in the proposed
solution that would not have been discovered until the project was
well down the wrong trail. I was able to put some talking points
together for the client Project Director to successfully steer clear of
the disruption.
To further show joint accountability, the client employee was invited
to play a key role in a different approach. There was no “blame”.
Everyone looked within and considered the best actions to create
superior outcomes.
There is so much of importance in the Oz Principle for improving
ourselves and our projects. Accountability and project management
complement each other.
One immediate area that jumps off the page of the book is the

notion of joint accountability. It’s the idea that in any team setting,
when someone drops the ball, another team member is there to
help put it in the goal. Many of the best practices we follow in
project planning help contribute to creating an environment of joint
accountability.
Pre-implementation Announcements and Messaging
Once the project charter is completed, it’s typical to get senior
management to “stand up”, state some of the goals, and start
the process of building the shared understanding of the work.
Getting early and often messages out to the team members and
other stake holders, almost like a public relations campaign, builds
understanding. Where there is solid shared understanding, joint
accountability can take place.
Implementation/Planning Meeting
This is the first time the identified project team is brought together
as a whole to hear the objectives again and begin forming the initial
project phases and requirements. Once again, clear and consistent
communication about the goals and objectives brings everyone
together.
Work Breakdown Structure
This is an area that many software, IT, or technology projects
“skimp” with the belief it is too time consuming. This is an activity
which builds capacity. Everyone works together to identify the work
and understand how the work is building to meet the goals and
objectives of the charter. More time spent in thinking through the
work will assure all the tasks are identified and the team will know
what needs to be done.
Other Planning Activities
Whether it is to develop a communications plan or a human
resources plan, this is more team and capacity building activity. As
common understanding of the project work emerges, the team is
positioned for joint accountability.
Project Execution
Like the building crescendo of a symphony, project managers that
spend time on the previous steps will have a bold and capable
team. Everyone knows what needs to be done and is occupied by
doing it.
The phrase “herding cats” refers to the impossibility of controlling a
... continue to page 10
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[PM Workshop]
Risk Management Made Easy
PMI Indonesia Chapter will proudly present one day
workshop in the area of Risk Management:
If you’re project manager who has high interest in learning
about risk management, you can join this PM Workshop and
learn from the expert, as he is about to share his expertise
and lesson learned. For you who want to take PMI-RMP
exam, then this workshop is aplicable to used for credit
training hours (6 PDU).
This exclusive PM Workshop will be held on:
Date
: Saturday, 5 October 2013
Time : 09.00 - 16.00
Venue : Batavia Apartment
Jl. K. H. Mas Mansyur kav. 126
Jakarta 10220
Registration Fee:
IDR 300,000 for PMI Indonesia Chapter Member
IDR 500,000 for Non PMI Indonesia Chapter Member /
Public
Participant shall get 2x coffee break, lunch and 6 PDU
certificate.
Earn 6 PDUs for this PM Workshop
Secure your seat by advance payment to:
BCA cab. Kuningan
Account : 217 0226 006
A/N
: Mohammad Ichsan & Wahyu Istiqo Marga
Cromer
Please put your name and session code “PMW” in
Transaction Details (Berita)
Then, please email proof of transfer to event@pmiindonesia.org
Bring your transfer receipt upon registration desk. Students
must show valid student ID.
More details visit our website at http://www.pmi-indonesia.
org
Contact event@pmi-indonesia.org

Prominent Speaker:
KHOR Soon Kheng, Chartered Engineer
(CEng MIEI), PMP®, CSM®, MA
BA(Mod) Comp Science
KHOR SOON KHENG (SK) was the first
Malaysian to be selected as the member
of the Project Management Institute
(PMI®) Congress Bangkok 2006
Conference Organizing Committee
and similarly the first Asian holding the position of PMI
Information Technology and Telecom Special Interest Group
(5000 members) Asia Pacific Chair.
He was the Contributing Editor to PMI PM Network Magazine
(250 thousands circulation) and Adjunct Professor for
College of Software University of Aeronautics & Astronautics,
Beijing , China. SK has more than 21 years of International
Complex Project Management experience with successful
track records of managing Mission and Life critical systems
project implementation for FOUR International airports –
Kuala Lumpur, Shanghai Pudong (China), Inchon (Korea)
and Guangzhou (China) and Cross Flagship Integration
Architecture Project for Government of Malaysia.
He was Project Advisor for The MITRE Corporation, a Federal
funded R&D Centers for Government of USA for aviation
projects in Asia. He was involved in system development
work in Oracle Corporation, Europe, USA and Asia Pacific
and founder of Design Migration Services. He is the Vice
President and Director of Programs for PMI Malaysian
Chapter (2003/2004). He was the Senior Project Advisor
for Beijing Olympic 2008 Related Project Management
Capability Improvement Program.

Limited seats, make sure to register yourself first here
for this PM Workshop
Please register online &transfer the registration fee in
advance to secure your seat.
We shall not guarantee seats for on-spot registration.

from the
Member
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Aji Hanitya, PMP

A BS-degree holder with 10 years of experience
in Indonesia’s Telco environment. Currently
working in Axis Telekom as a National
Engineering Manager. Hoping for an advanced
career path with PMP.
Glad to finally get the credential and be a part of the community. =)

Bosar Siahaan, PMP
Graduated from USU Medan majoring Civil
Engineer. Currently working as project manager
for PT Thiess Indonesia.
Most of us who has passed the exam will say,
“finally it’s over”. But this is also the beginning

…. !!
Sebelumnya, saya mengucapkan banyak terima kasih kepada
master mentor, para mentor dan study group member season-3
yang selama ini selalu bersedia untuk sharing pengetahuan dan
pemahamannya tentang PMBOK 4th Edition serta tips & tricknya.
Terima kasih banyak saya ucapkan kepada mentor saya atas
bantuannya menganalisa hasil examp prep test dan para mentor
lainnya yang sharing CD audio PMBOK, materi dump sheet yang
praktis, PMP exam reference guide 6 pages dan saran-saran
penyemangatnya.
Ujian kemarin merupakan second attempt dan atas desakan

A short testi:
Interested in attaining PMP around April 2013. Attend a
classroom course in May 2013 and mixed with an online course.
Read PMBOK4 once and conducted multiple test simulation.
First attempt on the exam in early July 2013, failed. Skimmed
through PMBOK4 and read Rita’s book. Asked a colleague
to mentor. Gained more support from surroundings.
Second attempt on the exam in late July 2013, passed.
Alhamdulillah. =)

Management di kantor, saya harus ikut ujian di bulan Juli sebelum
PMBOK 4th edition berganti dengan 5th Edition.
Saya mulai bergabung dengan study group season-3 (setiap
Jumat malam) pada tgl. 22 Maret 2013 (Chapter 7 Project Cost
Management) dan setelah mengikuti try out tgl. 4 Mei dilanjutkan
dengan crash program 17 Mei s/d 28 Juni 2013.
Ketika second attempt tgl. 22 Juli 5-6 soal pertama sudah
mengurangi percaya karena tidak yakin jawabannya. Hal ini yang
selalu menjadi kekhawatiran saya berdasarkan pengalaman try out
tgl. 4 Mei dan 29 Juni 2013. Namun tidak seperti ujian pertama
mepet waktu, kali ini saya dapat menyisakan waktu 20 menit untuk
review.
Demikianlah sebagian dari pengalaman saya dalam memperoleh
sertifikat PMP dan bagi teman-teman yang akan mengikuti PMP
exam dalam waktu mendatang tetaplah bersemangat, join study
group dan perbanyak latihan …. Practice Make Perfect !!
Dengan tidak mengurangi rasa hormat kepada mentor lainnya,
sebagai penutup sekali lagi saya mengucapkan banyak terima kasih
kepada Ibu Anna, Pak Masri dan Pak Hanif.

PMI Roadshow to PT Mitra Integrasi Informatika (MII)

ROADSHOW

In order to advance project management competency, PT
Mitra Integrasi Informatika (Metrodata Group) invited PMI
Indonesia Chapter to conduct PMI Roadshow “PMP for
MII” which was held on September 10, 2013 at MII Office,
APL Tower. The session was held to accommodate the high
interests of MII management and project managers, to know
more about PMI Professional Certifications. This meeting was
facilitated by President Director of PT MII, Sjafril Effendi, and
also attended by MII HRD, PMO, Project Managers, Functional
Managers, also PMI Indonesia Chapter Board officers.
There was enthusiastic interactive discussion during 3 hours
meeting, which talked more about PMI membership, PMP/
CAPM procedures, Study Group. By end of the session, PMI
Indonesia Chapter officer guided PMP/CAPM candidates
from MII to create their accounts in PMI website and show
walkthroughs on how to register the membership and apply
PMP in online form. This certification program will be added
value for both company and the employee.
By Nailil Muna, PMP
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As per benefit as being member PMI Indonesia chapter, again PMII
conducts PMP Group Study Season 4. It was started on Friday,
6 September 2013 in Menara Dea, Axis. The requirement of the
participant is member of PMI Indonesia Chapter and has eligibility
code to take PMP Exam. This program will help the participants to
be well-prepared and learn directly from the mentors.
This study group will be totally different with a training class,
where participants are required to be proactive and “progressively
elaboration” during the program. In each agenda, the mentors will
challenge them with various tricky questions that might be found
in PMP Examination.
Now we have 30 PMP mentors coming from PMP Study Group
Season 1 to 3, they are:
1.
M. Hanif Arinto, PMP
2.
Anna Y. Khodijah, PMP, PMI-SP
3.
Masri Abdulgani, PMP
4.
Yudha Damiat, PMP
5.
Endri Sie, PMP
6.
Surya Yudhatama, PMP
7.
Ramot Lubis, PMP
8.
Rizal Rizaldi, PMP
9.
Fauzi Yusuf, PMP
10.
Zamrud Kurnia, PMP
11.
Jusak Buntaran, PMP
12.
Rainier Haryanto, PMP
13.
Bintoro Winedar, PMP
14.
Armi Debi, PMP
15.
Eka Febrial, PMP
16.
Stanley Nangoy, PMP
17.
Crysanthus Raharjo, PMP
18.
Jason Christian, PMP
19.
David Nurmi, PMP
20.
Handy Matunri, PMP
21.
Damir Hasan, PMP
22.
Hotma Pasaribu, PMP
23.
Nailil Muna, PMP
24.
Jeffry N. Joris, PMP

25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

Boyke A. Paulus, PMP
Wisnu Kumara Jati, PMP
Dwianto Eko Winaryo, PMP
Fenni Rahayu, PMP
Rinaldy, PMP
Bosar Siahaan, PMP

All mentors are volunteers and they should dedicate their time
every Friday night to guide PMP Study Group Season 4 from
6th September 2013 to 29th November 2013. Currently, there
are 30 participants registered, from across industries such as
Telecommunication, IT, Oil & Gas, Construction, etc.
There is one key difference in Season 4 comparing with previous
Seasons. In Season 1-3, the participants learned the PMBOK 4th
edition. But in Season 4, they will be driven to learn and understand
PMBOK 5th edition, as required by PMI Global that starting August
2013 PMBOK 4th edition was replaced by the 5th edition.
As the first study group using PMBOK 5th edition, before conducting
this study-group, the mentors held a boot-camp on August to
identify the difference between 4th and 5th edition.
PMI Indonesia Chapter is the only chapter in Asia that conducts
the study group program, with the main goal: raise PMP Certified
numbers in Indonesia significantly. Besides that, we cannot deny
other benefits of this program such as networking, learn from
various industries, enhance opportunities and ideas, etc.
As usual, the study-group invitation is sent every Wednesday by
the organizer to the participants to attend the class every Friday
night. Participants will be required to read some materials and
do exercise before attending. The venue will take place at some
companies that have cooperation with PMI Indonesia such as Axis
Telecom, Protelindo, Thiess Contractor, so on and so forth.
You or may your company want to join PMII PMP Study Group,
please contact certification@pmi-indonesia.org. See you in our
PMII PMP Study Group!
By Armi Debi, PMP

Study Group

PMP Study Group Season 4
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Project Management and Joint ... continued from page 6
situation dominated by chaos. Rather than herding cats, the project
manager is mentoring the team and helping with problem solving.
Problem solving is not the same as moving from emergency-toemergency (more chaos). With joint accountability, team members
know what needs to be done, are doing it, and helping out others
who are not helping the ball to the net. Sure there are sometimes
“bumps” in the road, but the team works around them.
Creating an environment of joint accountability builds focus too
— other peripheral tasks are now clearly second to meeting the
promised deliverable. Now I’m sure many will scoff at the time these
activities take. My assertion is that in the long run, these steps are
very worthwhile. Taking some time on each will provide superior
results in the long run.
It might be overly bold to say I never managed a project with lots
of good planning that didn’t come in on time and on budget, but
my record seems to speak for itself. So next time you are about to
start a project, make sure you avoid herding cats and create an
environment of joint accountability.

About the Author:
Ray W. Frohnhoefer is a hands-on executive with strong project,
program, and portfolio management skills; a methodologist; and a
creative inventor and “intrapreneur”. His leadership qualities have
enabled him to save companies millions of dollars by efficiently
making complex decisions, solving complex problems, and getting
things done, even under pressure. Ray is currently a Project
Management Instructor at UCSD Extension and a member of PMI’s
Chapter Member Advisory Group. As a PMI affiliate, Ray makes
project management indispensible for business results. You can
contact him at RayF123@aol.com.

Portions of this article previously published at http://blog.
theprojectnotebook.com and incorporated by permission of the
author.

Profile Board
Mr. Rizal Rizaldi graduated
from Parahyangan University
Bandung, majoring in Civil
Engineering. He has 17 years
experience
in
implementing
Project Management especially
in Telecommunication Project.
Currently He serves as Collocation
Project Manager of Tower
Provider Company PT. Profesional
Telekomunikasi Indonesia.

PMI Fact File

Mr. Amerio Ruci Utomo is board member of program,
PMI Indonesia Chapter, is responsible for the development
and delivery of programs relating to project management.
He has a broad range of experience in Information
Technology, Marketing and Business Development fields,
which more than 10 years working experience as a Project
Management practitioner. He holds a bachelor degree
in Information System from Gunadarma University. Mr.
Amerio is Co.founder and Director of PT. Sinergi Daya Mitra,
Managing Project Management Consulting, Outsourcing
and Training Services’ Business. He is also Head of External
Relationship at Indonesian Young Interpreneur Association
(HIPMI) and Association of Non-Construction Service
Company (APJANSI) - Indonesia Chamber of Commerce.

268 Number of
Chaptes
39 Communities
of Practice

439,294
Total Members

Total copies of all editions (includes
PMI-published translations) of the
PMBOK® Guide in Circulation
Credentials/Certifications
Total Active Holders of:

CAPM® (Certified Associate in Project Management) __23,560
PMP® (Project Management Professional) __582,224
PgMP® (Program Management Professional) __939
PMI-RMP® (PMI Risk Management Professional) __2,334
PMI-SP® (PMI Scheduling Professional) __981
PMI-ACP® (PMI Agile Certified Practiotioner) __ 3,468

Statistics through 31 July 2013

4,225,671
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Fact and Statistics
Congratulations and welcome
to Indonesia chapter for our
New Members.

In August 2013, 12 new people joined PMI Indonesia Chapter and 13 people renewed their
membership or re-joined the PMI Indonesia Chapter, our sincere gratitude for new members
and renew members, your involvement and supports for PMI Indonesia Chapter are very
valuable for us. The new members in August 2013, as follows:
Rejoin and Renew Members list
per July 2013

New Members list per July 2013
Prima Tagor A Situmorang
Masri Abdulgani, PMP
Amro Elakkad, PMP
Muhammad Firdaus, Sr.
Bayu Aditya Firmansyah, PMP
Zamrud Kurnia, PMP
Yousfi Baharuddin Latif, PMP

Amin Leiman, PMP
Ristyawan Fauzi Mubarok, PMP
Agus Eddy Prakosa, PMP
Krisman Sihombing, PMP
Hanto Yananto

Zulfirman Zulfirman, PMP
Akhmad Yudhono, PMP
Dedy Putra Widi Utama, PMP
Lery Wisanggeni Anom, PMP
Stevanus Herry
Prabandana Listyanto, PMP
Andita Kusuma Dewi

Rizka Nadia Fatma
Ma Zhongping Zhongping
Clement Pramono
Ariesonanda Marsono
Hanna Rubino Rubino
Pius Suratman Kartasasmita,
Ph.D.

PMI Indonesia Chapter Statistic per July 2013
As per July 2013, we have a very significant
increase in the number of PMP as well as
PMI Member within the last four months. In
April 2013, we have 60 new PMPs that will
dedicate their knowledge and passion in
Project Management. However, compare to
our neighbors in Region 15 we are still on
the 4th rank behind Singapore, Malaysia and
Philippines.

In July 2013, our growth
rate is about 35.7%,
behind the Thailand
Chapter. However, we
have the highest number
in the percentage of
PMI Global that also
PMI Indonesia Chapter
member.
Among
countries in region 15,
except Thailand, other
countries
including
Indonesia seem having a
challenge in decreasing
the number of member
that are not renewing
their membership. PMI
Indonesia Chapter also
has the highest number
in the percentage of PMI
Global member that also
join the PMI Indonesia
Chapter.
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The 3rd International Project Management

Symposium & Exhibition

(SymEx) 2013

DRIVING EXCELLENCE
FOR PROJECT EXECUTIONS
IN ASIA PACIFIC

Mark Dickson

Director, PMI 2013 Board of
Directors

George Ofori

William F. Bowman

Soon Kheng Khor

Helen Telford

Sandiaga Salahuddin Uno

Irina Miu

Reseena Abdullah

Markus Walter

Amro Elakkad

Suwito Anggoro

Robert Gan

Raj Kalady

Rama Prasad Mamidi

Reginald C. Nery

Rudianto Rimbono

President of PMI New Zealand Chapter

PM Consultant & Trainer

Managing Director of PMI India

National University of Singapore

Key Figure, Social Entrepreneur

Senior Program Manager

VP of PMI Singapore Chapter

IPA Business Development Manager

Executive Coach & Senior Trainer

Former Chevron President

BOD of PMI Philippines Chapter

PM Consultant & Trainer

PMI Chapter Development Asia Pacific

President of PMI Malaysia Chapter

VP Project of SKK Migas

Hariyo D. Pangarso
Ericsson Indonesia

Sponsored by:

PRIMAVERA

PT. MERBAU PRIMA SAKTI

